
At the beginning of the year, Wisconsin looked like the most

obvious Senate seat that the Democrats could pick up. The

Wisconsin Democratic Party is often held up as one of the top

state parties, and though Democrats are essentially locked out

of legislative majorities due to gerrymandered maps, Tony

Evers won the governorship in 2018, demonstrating that

statewide races are winnable here. Ron Johnson, the

incumbent Republican senator, is a right-wing extremist who

is both a relatively weak candidate and also a high-priority 
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target. In what was initially a competitive primary on the Democratic side, Lt. Gov. Mandela Barnes

emerged as the nominee. Barnes is young, Black, outspokenly progressive, and scandal-free —

unlike Johnson, whose close involvement in the attempted coup on January 6 could be a major

problem for him on the campaign trail. Barnes has a real shot at winning, but he still needs to raise a

lot more money to compete with a well-financed incumbent. Because of this fundraising gap, which

is unusual in a Senate race, Blue Tent views supporting Barnes as a priority for donors. 

Is this race important? 

The Democrats have a fair chance at preserving (and maybe even expanding) their majority in the

Senate this November. While the impact of that would be lessened if they lost the House (as seems

likely), winning the upper chamber of Congress means President Joe Biden will be able to continue

to appoint judges and Supreme Court justices. That makes any competitive Senate race among the

most important contests of the midterms.

Can Barnes win?

While election forecasters have generally given Johnson a slight edge, Barnes was leading in some

polls by late August and this race is now very much of a toss-up. Much will depend on how well both

candidates can mobilize their bases and, here, Barnes’ roots in progressive politics and ability to

excite younger voters are likely to be enormous assets.
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Does Barnes need money? 

At this point in the cycle, most Democratic Senate candidates are awash in money and outraising

their Republican rivals by a comfortable amount. But Barnes was trailing Johnson badly as of the

latest campaign finance reports, having raised around $7 million to Johnson’s $17 million. Of

course, that was before the end of the primary, so Barnes should be amping up his fundraising

now, and the DSCC and state party are going to be focusing on this race, as well. So the gap isn’t as

severe as it might appear, but it’s still notable that Barnes isn’t flush with cash despite the stakes of

the race. That’s why we’re giving him a priority rating for donors.
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